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Introduction

The activities in these books are designed to help teachers explore, understand and
develop an awareness of mental health topics, from Year R through to Year 8.
The practical activities have been put together by a group of teachers, SENCos,
headteachers, Primary Behaviour Service (PBS) staff and education centre staff
from across Hampshire who have volunteered their time throughout the year to
work collaboratively on these topics.
The resource covers many different topics and it is interwoven by the six strands
developed by PBS. It provides ideas for activities across a whole academic year
and will be ideal for planning lessons.
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YEARS 5/6

What is a Healthy Person?
• Using a range of resources (magazines etc), children
create a collage of a healthy person their age. Add
words and images as to what makes them healthy
• Group chooses top three ideas and feeds back to class
with explanation. What do the class think are most
important?
• Using two coloured pens, circle factors that relate to
physical or emotional health
• Divide white board into physical and emotional health.
Groups write words on the board. Which apply to both?
What is the connection?

Reflection
• Were children surprised by anything? Which was
easier – physical or emotional?
• Explore how physical can affect emotional health?
• What would a healthy school look like?

Years 5/6 Boundaries and
Keeping Safe

My Stress Bucket

Years 5/6 Boundaries and
Keeping safe
•

Contributing/creating
• Get group to spend a couple of minutes
tidying the class. Explain that this helps
calm the mind as it gives a more
pleasant environment to be in. How
could we improve our environment?

Congratulating
• Ask the class to name out loud one thing
they have done that they are proud of.
This can be in pairs or put up a board of
successes
Exercising
• How are you feeling now?
• Get children to stand up, stretch high,
hold stretch for 15 seconds, then touch
their toes. How do they feel now?

Activities
• Identify things that make you feel
stressed and what reduces this.
• Explore differences between small
feelings/big feelings.

Starter
On post-it notes – what helps
your wellbeing?
• Group ideas together

Calming
• Have a conversation about mobile phone
use.
• How much time do you spend on your
phone?
• What do you enjoy about that?
• What is difficult?
• Talk about a digital detox – putting
mobiles away one hour before bed.

Being Positive

Years 5/6 Boundaries and
Keeping Safe

• Students select three cards to describe skills/strengths
about themselves.
• Explain to a partner how you demonstrate this skill.
• Pick a card to recognise something positive about your
partner. Was this easier? Share and explain why with
your partner.
• Discuss non-positive thoughts children might have e.g. ‘I
am rubbish at football’. What impact does this have?
We can turn these thoughts into constructive thoughts.
‘I tried my best…’
• Children think of three negative statements and turn
them into positive statements.
• Write out for a display in the classroom.

Reflection
Recognise one negative thought you
have had and turn it into a constructive
thought, act on this thought.
Teacher to set a reflection time for a
few days later to come back to this.

Understanding Others
• Use activity cards – talk in pairs, one
child to speak, others to listen and
follow instructions.

• Pull children back to reflect on that
experience, “How did it feel when we
were not listened to?”
• When we have shared that, list the
things that we do to show we are
listening e.g. eye contact/not
interrupting.
• What is empathy?
• How can we read body language
clues?
Challenge
Listen with empathy and report back and
notice if someone listens to you

Years 5/6 Boundaries and
Keeping Safe
•

Starter
Agree ground rules for the
session

Problem Solving
• Give scenarios (relating to sessions 1-4)
• Someone is horrible to you online, what do you do?
• After school, your parents are at work and your
friends invite you to go and play out in the park.
Your parents think you are going straight home.
What will you do?
• Your parents are always arguing. At school you do
not feel like you can tell your friends and they think
you are being really moody. What could you do?
• Sam has been coming into school late, he does not
always bring lunch and often chooses to be alone
rather than hang out with you. What should you
do?
Extension
Time permitting: Do the children have any
scenarios they have encountered that they
would like to share?

Years 5/6 Boundaries and
Keeping Safe

Years 5/6 Resilience

Keep On Going
• Working in small groups, hand out discussion points
linking to one character per group. Ask each group to
complete a character profile (handout) for their
character. In particular, what the character can do to
build resilience and what they would recommend as a
friend. Share these as a class.
• Generate difficult situations as a class and put sticky
notes on walls to indicate these situations e.g. exams,
family etc. Ask children to write down coping strategies
for difficult situations. Children put sticky notes under
each situation.
Starter
• Generate and discuss a case study in
resilience involving multiple characters

Reflection
To build resilience we need a toolkit of
strategies to keep our lives in balance. What
tools do we have now? How can learn new
skills from others?

• Depending on time, this could include a
comic strip etc.

Years 5/6 Resilience

Positive Thinking
• Spread feeling cards around room, hand out thought
cards. Children to think about how a thought makes
them feel.
• Swap thought cards around, will each thought give all
children the same feeling? Discuss.
• Hand out situation cards to pairs. Ask children to think
about the negative thoughts a person could have when
faced with a situation. Challenge children to think of
how they could change their thinking to deal more
positively.
• Spread out strength and skill cards around the room
and ask every child to select one they know they have.
Encourage those struggling.

Reflection
What can I say to myself to
feel more positive?
Does anyone make me
feel a certain way or is it
my own reaction?

Years 5/6 Resilience

Responding to Change
◦ Begin with general discussion about change during a
person’s lifetime: from birth to old age. What will
change? What will stay the same? Children will most
likely discuss physical changes.
◦ How might you change emotionally over time?
◦ Focus in on how they have changed over the past year
(sensitivity needed). Different hair? Grown taller? Do
they feel differently about anything? List all change on
sticky notes.
◦ Organise sticky notes under flip chart headings:
sudden change, difficult change, exciting change and
small change.
◦ Discuss possible strategies and ways we can prepare
for change.

Reflection
What changes do we know
are coming up in school?
How can we prepare for
these?

Years 5/6 Resilience

Positive Thinking
•

Discuss what positive strengths are and give
examples of these.

•

Hand out either one or two (see link) and get children
individually to either write inside the body all of the
strengths that they feel that they have or on the hand
worksheet, identify their strengths on each finger.
https://images.app.goo.gl/qBiPHmttvSZc97SE7
https://images.app.goo.gl/Vy5V9JXkPaoiMukn6

•

Swap sheets over with a partner and discuss your
strengths and see if they can add any more for you.

•

How can you use these strengths to maintain a
positive mindset.

Years 5/6 Resilience

Problem Solving
•

Watch the link for ‘Window of Tolerance Beacon
House’ https://youtu.be/Wcm-1FBrDvU.

•

Get the children to design their own ‘Window of
Tolerance,’ choosing their own design of window
and size of window to represent their tolerance
level.

•

Ask the children to write inside their ‘Window of
Tolerance’ how they feel when they are within it
e.g. happy, peaceful.

•

Ask the children to then think of all the things that
may take them out of their ‘Window of Tolerance’
and draw arrows coming out of the window for
these particular triggers.

•

Share these within groups.

•

Begin to think about how you could help each
other to return to your ‘Window of Tolerance.’

Years 5/6 Self-Regulation

Understanding Triggers That Can Cause Issues
Discuss with the children how emotional health can
and does vary over time.
Explain that everyone is different and that feelings
are normal and OK.
•

Watch the video clip ‘Sam’s morning’
https://youtu.be/I18noy4DX-E

•

Identify some of the events that happened that
affected how Sam felt.

•

Create a timeline of your personal morning and
identify how you felt at different stages.

•

Share your timeline with a partner and discuss.

•

Create a seesaw in groups with the different
triggers that may effect our emotional health on
each side, this will show how things can be kept
in balance with happier thoughts on one side and
more risk factors on the other side.

Coping Strategies
Get the children to recognise different changes that may
happen in our lives and to consider how we cope with
change.
•

Ask the children to think of things that may have changed
in their life over the last year.

•

Categorise these changes into sudden, exciting,
difficult and small change.

•

The teacher to draw a zone of relevance ‘target board’ on
the whiteboard. Children need to think about the changes
they have listed in the different categories. Put
themselves in the centre of the zone, then changes they
can control in the next circle out, changes they have
some control over in the next circle and changes they
have no control over in the final circle.

•

Then discuss the changes we have no control over, how
do these make us feel? What can help us prepare for
these changes? Point five on the lesson plan.

Years 5/6 Self-Regulation

Self-Esteem
Get the children to recognise positive qualities about themselves.
Understand how positive talk affects how we feel.
•

Lay out the strengths and skills cards.

•

Ask the children to choose three cards that describe skills or strengths
they can say about themselves. Share if they feel comfortable to.

•

Now choose a card to recognise something positive about the person
sitting next to you. Which was easier?

•

Each child has a blank piece of paper with their name at the top.
Children are to move around the room and write positive comments
about each other, try to be specific and use the strength and skills cards
as ideas.

•

Go back and have a look at what everyone thinks are your positive
qualities.

•

Children to think of three negative statements people may have about
themselves, discuss as a class how we can turn these into positive
statements.

Years 5/6 SelfRegulation

Years 5/6 Self-Regulation

Seeking Support
Discuss recognising when feelings become difficult to cope
with.
What you could you do to help yourself and others?
• Ask children to think of signs and symptoms that may
show a person needs support (refer back to the seesaw
and if the seesaw is staying down).

• Pupils in small groups have a name of a character and
some ‘Jenga’ blocks.
• The children identify something for each block what may
make them feel in a low mood.
• Each child adds a block to the pile in turn and keeps
adding bricks until it comes tumbling down.
• Think about the importance of needing help to sort our
bricks out, ask children to take turns to remove a brick
and suggest an offer of support.

Years 5/6 Self-Regulation

Problem Solving
Discuss how we can reframe a thought to improve how
we feel about a situation.
How does positive self-talk help us to cope with difficult
situations?
• Hand out scenario cards e.g. girl getting dressed for a
party.
• Identify the positive and negative thoughts around this
e.g. positive thoughts; I will have fun, I look fine, my
friends like me the way I am. Negative thoughts; I am
too fat, I will not know what to say, I will not fit in.
• Discuss how you would change the negative
thoughts.
• Reflect on your own negative thoughts and strategies
that could help these become more positive.
• Share these with a partner.

Years 5/6 Respect

Understanding Respect And
Pressures In Society
• Class discussion about what we mean by respect.
Come up with a class definition of respect.
• Show the ‘Six Strands Stage Five Respect Wall’ as a
model of the sorts of things we do to show respect.
• In groups get the children to discuss the reasons why
children choose not to show respect sometimes. e.g.
when out at the park/in town with a group of friends.
Who/what might you not be respecting? What might
this look like? Role play this.
• Class discussion about what influenced the group to
fail to show respect.
• What does respect look like online? How is it
different to real life?
• What influences children to be disrespectful online?

Years 5/6 Respect

Dealing With The Feelings Of
Being Disrespected And Rejected
• Discuss understanding the feelings involved with
being disrespected and rejected and what we can do
about them.
• Give the children a scenario of a child being left out of
the group who are friendly. Use the picture as a
stimulus or a suitable story.
• Children in pairs to draw an outline of a person and
write inside it all the feelings this person might have if
they are being disrespected or rejected.
• Discuss how the child is feeling.
• On the outside of the drawing, ask the children to
write coping strategies or thoughts they could have to
deal with the situation.
• Refer back to lessons on self-esteem, think about
disrespecting ourselves: poor self talk, hiding your
feelings, doing things to try to please or impress
someone else.
• How do people show disrespect online? Discussion.

Years 5/6 Respect

Respecting Others And
Challenging Stereotypes
• Discuss that we live in a diverse society and respect
means different things to different people.
• Do you think all people are treated equally in society?
Is there a group who receive less respect than
others?

• Think about these groups of people: teenagers,
young children, people who wear glasses, old people,
scientists. What stereotypes are there around these
groups? (explain what stereotypes means). Have
pictures in groups and write around the picture.
• Identify which are negative preconceptions and which
are being respectful?
• Why is it important that we challenge our
preconceptions of what other people are like?
• Reflection: How can you show respect to all groups in
society? Treat other people as you would like to be
treated.

Ways of Showing Respect In Our Modern Day Society
• Discuss how we can show respect online.
• Have online world as a focus of this lesson.

• Hold a class discussion of what their online behaviour is like, what gaming sites/social
media/chat groups do they use?
• In each scenario, ask the questions: How can we be nice in this situation? How can we stop
this happening?
• Your friend has posted a picture of you on your group chat that you asked them not to
post.
• Children in your year group have started a group chat to try to exclude another child in
the year. They are spreading gossip in their messages about the child.
• On your gaming group, a new member has joined and is calling you unkind names in
their messages.
• Discuss the scenarios in small groups, then feedback to the class. Discuss the following
points (‘Internet Legends’)
Set an example:
• Be a force for good. Use the power of the internet to be nice, not nasty.
• Stop the spread of harmful or untrue messages by not passing them on to others.
• Respect other’s differences.
Lead the way:
• Block mean, upsetting or inappropriate behaviour online.
• Be a legend. Step in and provide support to those being bullied.
• Encourage everyone to speak up against and report online bullying.

Years 5/6 Respect

Years 5/6 Respect

Problem Solving
• Discuss how we can solve problems.

• A friend says there is a new child starting at your
school but she already has friends in the school.
However, some children have already said they do
not like the new child and will give her a hard time.
What do you think?
• You and a group of your friends are in the local park,
you keep running up the slide when there is a Mum
with a younger child waiting to use the slide.
• Someone on your gaming site calls you a rude name
online. What are your options for dealing with this?
• Have you come across situations where you have felt
disrespected? How did it make you feel and what did
you do about it?

Years 5/6 Focus

Managing Frustration
• Discuss that aggression and frustration are linked.

• What can cause frustration?
• How can we recognise our own feelings and respond to them
appropriately.

•Discussion around the meaning
of the word FRUSTRATION
• Resources: a ball, anger management handout, teacher
information handout, Kayleigh’s day handout, here:
https://media.samaritans.org/documents/DEAL_Kayleighs_day.
pdf
• Activity 1. Pass a ball around the classroom. When a student
holds it, they can say something that someone might find
frustrating. It can be something big or small. Note how your
body feels and the different things that people find frustrating.

Years 5/6 Focus

Frustration
• When people think that they are being prevented
from achieving a goal, their frustration can turn to
aggression. The closer you get to a goal, the
greater your excitement and expectation of the
pleasure of getting there becomes. The closer you
are, the more frustrated you get by being held back.
When the frustration is unexpected, this also
increases the likelihood of aggression.

Years 5/6 Focus

Kayleigh’s Scenario
• Read through Kayleigh’s day either as a role play in
groups or together as a class.
• Discuss in pairs: What ‘things’ affected Kayleigh’s
feelings through the day?
• Discuss the following in groups: What could Kayleigh
have done beforehand to prevent pressure from
building up? What else could have been going for
Kayleigh (we do not know everything)? Decide two
top tips for Kayleigh to prevent a repetition of this day.
• Feed back as a class and share ideas. Which ones
did they think were the most realistic or best ideas?
Go through the fact sheet and share good ideas with
the class. If there is time, practice some of these.
• Ask students to think of something individually and
privately which makes them feel angry or aggressive.
Consider how they can think about it differently and
what they could do to address those feelings. Write
what could be done differently to improve the
situation. Share these.

Years 5/6 Focus

Reflection
Key message: We all find things frustrating in our day
sometimes and we can get cross with ourselves and
others. But we can learn to think differently about what
has happened – and to think of practical things we can
do to help ourselves.
Reflection
What can I do to try to relieve feelings of frustration and
anger?
1. Recognising ‘TRIGGERS’.
2. Knowing how your ‘BODY’ feels.
3. What are your ‘COPING. strategies?

Years 5/6 Focus

Being Assertive
• Watch the You Tube clip:
www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=147&v=nlfXVpliUI&feature=emb_title

• Identify ‘PASSIVE’, ‘AGGRESSIVE’ and ‘ASSERTIVE’
responses.

Years 5/6 Focus

This is when we stand up
for ourselves and try our
best to find a solution
that everyone feels OK
with.

Years 5/6 Focus

Years 5/6 Focus

This is when we sound angry
and try to win our own way
without thinking about the
other person or their
feelings.

Years 5/6 Focus

Years 5/6 Focus

Years 5/6 Focus:

Years 5/6 Focus

This is when we give
in or run away
from the
argument or conflict

Years 5/6 Focus

Years 5/6 Focus

Years 5/6 Focus

Practise Being Assertive
Discuss the three scenarios below:

• All week your friends have not listened to your
suggestions of games to play at break. You really
want them to listen to your ideas today.
• Someone on your table keeps on using your
stationery without asking. What could you say to
make them be more considerate?
• A group of children keep calling you a name that you
do not like and you want them to stop. How will you
communicate this assertively to them?
Reflection Time
• What are the benefits of being assertive?

Managing Stress
Resources:
• Large outlines of a person – one per group
• Five areas of wellbeing information sheet or slide.
Activity 1: Thoughts – feelings – action!
• Hand out body outlines on large pieces of paper to small
groups of students. Ask them to write around the outline of
the head the things that can put pressure on us and make
us feel stressed. These can be as big or small/trivial as they
like. They could be things other people do or say to us or
things we hear in the media.
• Feed back some of these and share – emphasise that there
are many different things and no rules about what can cause
us stress. What makes one person feel stress will not have
the same affect on another.
• Now write inside the head what thoughts those pressures
can initiate, such as ‘I am never going to do this in time’, ‘I
cannot cope if it goes wrong’, ‘I am going to enjoy this’, etc.
Positive and negative thoughts are both okay.
• Explain that the thoughts we have affect how we feel. Now
fill in the body with feelings, both emotional and physical,
that can be a reaction to these thoughts and pressures, like
a headache, stomach ache, tiredness, anxious, overexcited, sweaty, panicky etc. Again, there are no right or
wrong answers.

Years 5/6 Focus

Years 5/6 Focus:

Years 5/6 Focus

Discussion Time
How do you feel when there is too much
stress?

Years 5/6 Focus

Reflection
How do I know when things are getting too much
and the stress I am feeling is unmanageable?

Years 5/6 Focus

Concentration Strategies
Discussion: what stops you from FOCUSING/CONCENTRATING?
TIP 1 – DO ONE THING AT A TIME
• Multi-tasking is difficult. Jumping between tasks causes any
momentum to be lost. Tackle one thing at a time, rather than
working on multiple things at once. This will help focus your mind
on what is in front of you, rather than trying to think about too many
different things at once.
TIP 2 – BREAK THINGS DOWN
• Breaking down large assignments into smaller tasks can help
improve focus by making things more manageable to tackle.
Trying to take on too much at once is a recipe for boredom and
distraction. By breaking things down, you have a clear idea of what
needs to be done and a sense of accomplishment once it is
completed. That accomplishment can be a big motivation booster!

Years 5/6 Focus

TIP 3 – LEARN HOW TO DEAL WITH DISTRACTIONS
• You will not always be able to completely remove distractions,
so teach yourself how to deal with them instead. Brain-storm
ways to refocus on the task at hand when you become
distracted.
• When you are having trouble focusing, get up and take a short
break from what you are working on. For classroom
distractions, where getting up might not be an option,
something as simple as closing your eyes and taking a few
deep breaths can help refocus the mind.

Years 5/6 Focus

Practice Time - Ideas
• Breathing mindfully

• Active listening
• Communicating assertively
• What else can you think of that would help?
Practice Time Ideas:
• Circle time or small group exercises.
• How have you used the strategies we have learnt in this
term?
• What problems have you faced?
• What strategies have you used?
• Give us examples/scenarios to discuss.
• Problem solve as a class.

Years 5/6 Independence

Independence
Lesson One Feeling Anxious
• Ask the children to understand and explain what makes them
feel anxious.
• Discussion of what makes us anxious. Similarities and
differences between peers. Feeling empathy for others
feelings.

• Discussion in class about how it feels physically when you are
anxious. Think about a situation when you have been anxious;
going to the dentist, having the flu nasal drops, moving house
etc.
• Discuss how this makes you feel physically?

• In small groups, draw an outline of a person. Around the
outside, in ‘thought bubbles’, write what makes us anxious.
Inside the body write physical effects of being anxious.
• What does being anxious stop you doing? What can you do
about being anxious? Deep breathing, talk about what is
making you anxious to someone you trust, make a plan, think
about something positive you will do when the event has
finished.

Aiming For Independence
Lesson Two
• Discuss how to understand that actions have
consequences.
• Give small groups a range of situation cards based around
their learning environment to make a choice about e.g.
someone in the class knocks over the colouring pencil box
and leaves all the pencils all over the floor.

• Focusing on being independent in the children’s learning
and on respecting others and allowing them to learn.
• Make up a short drama and perform to the rest of the
class.
• In groups, discuss what the choices are and how this
affects themselves and the people around them. Discuss
the consequences of our actions, what changes can we
make? What have we learnt from this drama and what
would we do differently next time in that situation?

Years 5/6 Independence

Becoming Independent
Lesson Three
• Discuss the need to take responsibility for yourself, your
actions and your possessions.
• Class discussion on how the year has gone with regards
to being independent, what does it mean to be
independent?
• In pairs, discuss what you have done today, or over the
last week which has been independent. What about
when you were younger?
• What will you need to be independent with as you move
to secondary school (specific focus for Year 6).
• Give the children a staircase template labelled infant
school; Year 3; Year 4; Year 5; Year 6; secondary school.
• Children to write/draw on the template something they
could/will need to do independently at that stage.

Years 5/6 Independence

Years 5/6 Independence

Support Networks
Lesson Four
• Explain who the people are in our support networks
and how they support us.
• Start with a class discussion about who we have who
can help us feel safe and positive about ourselves.

• Complete the concentric circles activity from ‘Young
Minds’: https://youngminds.org.uk/media/3237/whosupports-me-activity.pdf
• This will focus on people who will still be there to
support children in Year 6 when they transition to
secondary school.
• When the children have completed their circles, have
a class discussion about what all these people have
in common. They should all be people the child
trusts, discuss what this means.

Problem Solving
Lesson Five
◦ Discussion on how to be independent successfully.
◦ Brief recap of the lessons about independence; what have
we learnt about the barriers to being independent? Being
anxious, making choices, growing independent as we grow
up.
◦ Put the children in groups of four or five. Give each child a
specific role: leader, resources, brain stormer, reporter. The
group have to use A4 paper to make a structure strong
enough to hold a toy car at least 10cm off the table. Give a
time limit. As the children work, ask them to think carefully
about their role in the group and what skills they need.
◦ Show the structures to the rest of the class. Hold a class
discussion about what skills the leader needed to be
successful. How were other members of the group
independent? How did it feel, being independent?
◦ Children to come up with a tool kit of things they need to be
independent: emotionally; in their actions; in their learning.

Years 5/6 Independence
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